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Abstract 
This paper presents a case study for multi-variable and multi-
modal design optimisation of a doubly fed induction 
generator (DFIG) based on surrogate-model optimisation 
algorithm. The DFIG’s winding of stator and rotor are 
optimised to obtain higher efficiency for rewinding purposes. 
First, a Latin hypercube design is selected as the design of 
experiments to obtain sampling points. Then, the surrogate 
model is constructed using Kriging Model (KRG) method 
based on the Latin hypercube design. Finally, the particle 
swarm optimisation algorithm is applied in conjunction with 
the finite element method to achieve the machine design 
optimisation. 
1 Introduction 
For the design of electrical machines, the major challenge of 
successful full-scale development is to address the competing 
objectives, such as improved performance, machine reliability, 
and reduced cost. Optimisation of electrical machine is a kind 
of multi-variable and multi-modal problem [1]-[8]. So an 
accurate, high fidelity model should be obtained by using the 
numerical finite element method (FEM), as well as multi-
physical characteristic of electrical machine should be taken 
into account. 
However, the drawbacks of finite element method are typically 
time consuming and computationally expensive for 
simulations evaluating the objective function about each 
available structural parameters. Fortunately, this problem can 
be overcome by creating a simplified estimated objective 
function which requires less computation time to replace the 
finite element method estimated objective function, because 
the simplified one cuts down on the number of necessary FEM 
simulations. As a result, there are several approximation 
methods, such as Polynomial Regression, Radial Basis 
Function [9], Kriging Model, and Diffuse Element 
Approximations.  
In most topologies, there are too many model parameters to be 
used for electrical machine optimisation, which exponentially 
increases the number of objective function estimations [10]. 
But the statistical methods are quite useful to investigate the 
correlative relationship between input parameters and 
numerical simulation outputs to recognize which parameters 
are significant for an efficient optimal design. A wide variety 
of statistical methods and analysis called “experimental 
design” have been developed [11], [12], for agricultural or 
industrial applications. In most design situations, it is 
important to decrease the optimisation time and increase the 
reliability during electrical machine design. 
To solve these kinds of problem, a novel optimisation 
algorithm that selects the Kriging modelling to solve the multi-
variable and multi-modal problem is proposed in this research. 
The proposed algorithm can not only decrease the number of 
function calls and optimal computing time, but also increases 
the reliability of the electrical machine. 
This paper presents a new numerical model to adapt the 
optimisation process based on the finite element method 
simulations with a large number of parameters, which is also 
satisfied the requirement of electrical machine optimisation. 
Moreover, the surrogate model is typically constructed with 
other different deterministic and stochastic optimisation 
algorithms. Finally, the structure of doubly fed induction 
generator (DFIG) is optimally designed by using the proposed 
algorithm to validate the possibility of its application. 
2 Application to the optimal design of DFIG 
Most wind turbine generators have their respective drawbacks 
and limitations, such as high cost on the manufacture 
materials, large power electronic components, and complex 
control system. Nowadays up to 70% of the installed wind 
turbines incorporate Doubly Fed Induction Generators 
(DFIGs) [13] as doubly fed induction generators have many 
advantages, such as high reliability, low cost, and variable 
speed control at constant power. For maximum energy yield, 
the DFIG is asked for the best performance during the 
operation, so it is necessary to optimise the machine structure 
or winding design in order to improve the machine 
performance and efficiency. 
In this paper, a multi-modal and multi-variable optimisation of 
doubly fed induction generator was achieved for the increasing 
the efficiency by changing machine winding parameters.  
A three phase doubly fed induction generator is simulated, 
based under the rated power at 5.5 kW. The detailed designed 
data is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 the Data of Designed YR132M2-4 
Parameter Value 
Rated Power (kW) 5.5 
Pole Number 4 
Rated Speed (rpm) 1440 
Stator Voltage (V) 380 
Stator Current (A) 12.6 
Rotor Voltage (V) 272 
Frequency (Hz) 50 
Stator Slot Number 36 
Rotor Slot Number 24 
  
3 Proposed algorithm 
Surrogate based analysis and optimisation (SBAO) has already 
been an effective approach for the design and optimisation of 
computationally expensive models, like air foil shape 
optimisation [11], [12], [14] and machine structure. Typically, 
a surrogate model can be comprehended as a non-linear 
inverse problem, which is used for determining a continuous 
function ( f ) of a set of design variables from a limited 
amount of available data f. So two problems about surrogate 
model appeared, one is constructing a model fˆ  from the 
available data f (model estimation); another one is assessing 
the errors ε attached to it (model appraisal). Therefore, the 
predicted formula of the FEM simulation output 
is )()(ˆ)( xxfxf p ε+= . In this paper, the Kriging model is 
adopted to create a surrogate model, which is similar to the 
actual function, and use particle swam optimisation to analyse 
calculated data as a deterministic algorithm. The specific 
procedure of proposed algorithm is shown as follow (Fig. 1):  
Step 1- Design of Experiment (DOE): 
The design of experiment is the sampling plan in design 
variable space [15], which is aimed at maximizing the amount 
of information acquired and minimizing the bias error. When 
sampling points, there is a clear trade-off between the number 
of points selected and the amount of information that can be 
extracted from these points. Due to the computational expense, 
the number of sample points is limited; on the other hand, the 
balance between bias and variance errors shall be found during 
the construction of the surrogate model. Generally, the bias 
error can be reduced through a DOE that distributes the 
sample points uniformly in the design space [16], [17]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Main procedure of the method of the surrogate modelling. 
There are a lot of practical implementations in the literature, 
such as orthogonal arrays (OA) or Latin hypercube sampling 
(LHS). Factorial design is the traditional DOE technique 
applied to discrete design variables, exploring a large region of 
the search space. Besides, fractional factorial design can be 
used when the model evaluation is expensive and the number 
of design variable is large.  
However, if no prior knowledge about the objective function is 
available, some recent DOE approaches tend to allocate the 
samples uniformly within the design space [15]. One of the 
most popular DOE for uniform sample distribution is Latin 
hypercube sampling (LHS) [18]. Actually, for arranging p 
samples with n design variables by LHS, the range of each 
parameter will be divided into p bins, so the total number of pn 
bins will be generated in the design space. The samples are 
randomly selected in the design space, and thus each sample 
will be set randomly inside a bin; also, to make sure there is 
exactly one sample in each bin for all one dimensional 
projections of the p samples and bins. While LHS represents 
an improvement over unrestricted stratified sampling [19], it 
can provide sampling plans with very different performance. 
In this paper, the Latin hypercube sampling approach is 
adopted. A LHS realization of 30 samples for stator windings 
with two design variables (n=2) and rotor windings with two 
design variables (n=2). Both rotor windings and stator 
windings have an effect on the machine performance, so a 
LHS realization of 400 samples for stator and rotor windings 
with four design variables (n=4) is needed. 
Slot fill factor is one of the limiting conditions for winding 
design. Typically, the slot fill factor depends on the insulation 
thickness around the conductors and the slot, as well as the 
conductor shape. In fact, the value of slot fill factor is usually 
between 40% and 60%. So this limitation shall be inserted into 
the LHS design, it means the optimisation plan is available 
between blue line and red line, which is shown in Figs. 2-3. 
Yes 
No 
Design of Experiment 
Numerical simulations at 
selected locations 
Construction of Surrogate model 
Model Validation 
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Fig. 2. Latin Hypercube Sampling for stator winding. 
 
Fig. 3. Latin Hypercube Sampling for rotor winding. 
Step 2 – Numerical simulations at selected locations: 
In this research, the stator and rotor winding are selected as 
the optimisation targets, because winding has significant 
effect on machine performance in induction machine. The 
formula for the winding resistance is as follows: 
                                       
A
LR ρ=                                           (1) 
Where ρ is the resistivity, L is the length of winding, and A is 
the cross sectional area. 
 
Winding length and cross sectional area dictates winding 
resistance. If the winding resistance is changed, machine 
efficiency will also change. In this paper, multi-variable and 
multi-modal optimisation of the winding design is performed 
which requires FEM analysis. The four variables are stator 
winding turns, stator winding cross sectional area, rotor 
winding turns, and rotor winding cross sectional area. Based 
on the LHS sampling plan, in this step the parameters of 
sampling points are simulated using finite element method to 
obtain the results with different parameters setting. If the 
difference in torque between two samples is less than 1%, the 
higher efficiency of samples is selected. 
 
Step 3 – Construction of surrogate model: 
There are two types of surrogate model construction: 
parametric (e.g., polynomial regression, Kriging model) and 
non-parametric (e.g., projection pursuit regression, radial basis 
function). The difference between these two constructions is 
that parametric method assumes the relative global functional 
form between the response variable and the design variables is 
known; however, the non-parametric method is to build up the 
whole model by using different types of simple, local models 
in different data regions. In this section, the specific surrogate 
modelling technique is briefly mentioned. 
In recent years, Kriging model is especially popular for 
computer experiments for the purpose of creating a cheap 
surrogate to a computationally expensive engineering model 
[20, 21]. So in this research, the Kriging interpolation method 
is adopted, which is known as an effective method for the 
approximation of complex and nonlinear functions [22, 23]. 
In Kriging model, the approximation model is described as a 
response y(t), which is shown below. 
( ) ( )tzty += β                        (2) 
where β is the constant, and z(t) is calculated by Gaussian 
distribution whose mean and variance are 0 and σ2, 
respectively. If )(ˆ ty is defined as the approximation model, 
and the mean squared error of y(t) and )(ˆ ty is made to be the 
minimum, satisfying unbiased condition, y(t) is estimated to 
be as 
)()()( 1 qyRtrt
∧
−
∧∧
−+= ββ Tf                     (3) 
where R-1 is the inverse of the correlation matrix R, r is the 
correlation vector, y is ns observed data vector, and q is the 
unit vector. Correlation matrix and correlation vector are 
defined as 
⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ −−= ∑
=
n
i
k
i
j
ii
kj ttExpR
1
2
),( θtt
                (4) 
(j=1,...,ns, k=1,…,ns) 
         r(t)=[R(t,t(1)), R(t,t(2)),…, R(t,t(ns))]T 
The parameters θ1, θ2,…, θn are unknown, but they can be 
calculated by using the following equation. 
                           2
])([ 2 Rlnlnn
maximize s
+
−
∧
σ
               (5) 
where θi (i=1,2,…,n)>0. And the parameters θi can be solved 
by using optimisation algorithm. 
 
Step 4 – Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm: 
As the construction of surrogate model established, the 
optimisation algorithm shall be selected; in machine design 
optimisation two major evolutionary algorithms are usually 
applied: particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and genetic 
algorithms (GA). There have been attempted to compare 
these two methods [24, 25], suggesting that PSO performs 
4 
better in terms of simple implementation and higher 
computational efficiency with fewer controlling parameters. 
These methods are mostly used in combination with 
analytical models [26, 27], but the combination with FEA is 
gaining popularity [28, 29]. In this paper, particle swarm 
optimisation algorithm is used, as mentioned above, the 
identification of the damping parameters can be a complex 
and nonlinear problem. Traditional gradient based 
optimisation algorithms maybe trapped in local optimum and 
often take long computing time in solving such problems. 
In PSO, the behaviour of animals is imitated by moving 
particles with certain positions and velocities in a searching 
space, wherein the population is called a swarm, and each 
member of the swarm is called a particle. Every particle is 
treated as a point in a d-dimensional design space which 
adjusts its “flying” according to its own and other particles’ 
flying experience. Meantime, each particle keeps track of its 
position in the solution space that is associated with the 
fitness value that has achieved so far by that particle, and this 
fitness value is called personal best (pbest). Another best 
fitness value that is tracked by PSO is the best value obtained 
by whole swarm, and it is called global best (gbest). The 
operation of PSO is by gradually changing the velocity of 
each particle toward its pbest and the gbest positions at each 
time step. The update of velocity and position can follow the 
following equation: 
              ( ) ( )1 1 1 2 2k k k k k kj j j j j jV wV C p X C p Xϕ ϕ+ = + − + −           (6) 
where 1+kiv  is the velocity of particle i at (k+1)th iteration, 
k
ip  is the pbest of particle i at kth iteration, 
k
gp  is the gbest 
of entire swarm at kth iteration, 1+kix  is the position of 
particle i at (k+1)th iteration, c1 and c2 are the acceleration 
factors,  1χ and 2χ  are the uniformly distributed random 
number between 0 and 1, w is the inertia weight that controls 
the influence of previous velocity in the new velocity. It can 
be seen from Equation above that each particle will try to 
change its position by 4 variables, which include the position 
of the current particle, the velocity of current particle, the 
distance between the current position and pbest, and the 
distance between the current position and the gbest. Fig. 4 
provides a flowchart of the PSO algorithm.
 
 
Fig. 4. The particle swarm optimisation algorithm. 
4 Numerical test results 
A multi-variable and multi-modal optimisation was used to 
verify the performance of the proposed algorithm. In this 
paper, the optimisation target is rotor and stator winding in a 
wound rotor induction motor. The objective of this paper is to 
design winding size in order to maximise the machine 
efficiency by taking into account the design constrains, which 
is shown below. 
 
                       Objective       maximise efficiency η 
                       Constraints      T ≥ 36 Nm 
                                              40%≤ ff ≤60% 
                                              65 ≤ Ns ≤ 85 
                                              0.8 mm ≤ Ds ≤ 1.2 mm 
                                              20 ≤ Nr ≤ 40 
                                              0.8 mm ≤ Dr ≤ 1.3 mm 
                       Design variables: Ns, Nr, Ds, Dr 
 
where η is the machine efficiency, two dimension variables 
are added into machine optimisation: winding diameter D and 
winding turns N for rotor and stator respectively. 
Additionally, there are six constrains totally; they are the 
range of stator winding turns Ns (65-85), the range of stator 
winding diameters Ds (0.8-1.2 mm), the range of rotor 
winding turns Nr (20-40), the range of rotor winding 
diameters Dr (0.8-1.3 mm), fill factor ff from 40% to 60%, 
and the minimum torque output 36 Nm.  
As mentioned above, the shape of test function is displayed 
by following the optimisation process. The two dimension 
variables` test results for both stator and rotor are shown 
below: 
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Fig. 5. Optimisation test function of stator efficiency. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Optimisation test function of stator torque. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Optimisation test function of rotor efficiency. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Optimisation test function of rotor torque. 
 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the stator winding optimisation function 
for efficiency and torque with two dimension variables, and 
Fig. 7 and 8 illustrate the rotor winding optimisation for 
efficiency and torque with two dimension variables.  
Because of the optimisation constrains, so the torque output T 
≥ 36 Nm. In that case, the local peak point is optimised from 
the original point for both rotor and stator optimisation to 
achieve the maximum efficiency. 
The proposed algorithm and the original plan are compared 
using the test function as shown in Tables 2-4; it is easily see 
that proposed algorithm shows excellent performance in 
terms of speed and accuracy. 
 
Table 2 Original Plan 
 Turns Diameter (mm) Efficiency Torque 
Stator 74 0.94 
83% 36.15 Nm Rotor 24 1.18 
 
Table 3 Stator Winding Optimisation 
 Turns Diameter (mm) Efficiency Torque 
Stator 74 0.97 
84% 36.27 Nm Rotor 24 1.18 
 
Table 4 Rotor Winding Optimisation 
 Turns Diameter (mm) Efficiency Torque 
Stator 74 0.95 
84% 36 Nm Rotor 34 0.98 
 
 
On the other hand, a winding design plan with four variables 
(turns and diameter of both stator and rotor) is also attempted, 
because it is a four dimension problem, so it is not able to be 
shown by chart. The optimisation result is displayed in Table 
5.   
Table 5 Both Stator and Rotor Winding Optimisation 
 Turns Diameter (mm) Efficiency Torque 
Stator 70 1 
84.3% 37.9 Nm Rotor 28 1.05 
 
 
Original 
Point 
Local Peak 
Local Peak 
Original Point 
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Because the proposed algorithm is a multi-modal and multi-
variable optimisation method, it may get many maximum 
efficiency samples; so among these samples, if the values of 
the efficiency are similar, a higher torque of the sample is 
selected. According to the optimised results, it can be found 
that the efficiency of 4-variable winding optimisation is 
improved over the original design from 83% to 84.3%. 
5 Conclusion 
The optimisation of electrical machine is a multivariable and 
multimodal problem, which requires the Finite Element 
Analysis. However, it takes long computing time. Therefore, 
this research has significant meaning that makes the rapid and 
reliable optimisation of electrical machine possible by using 
the novel optimisation algorithm proposed in it. In the 
meanwhile, the efficiency of two variables optimisation is 
improved 1%, and the efficiency of four variables 
optimisation is improved over the original one by 1.3%. 
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